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War and the logistics of perception JULIEN MATHONNIÈRE



‘From now on, the logistics of all-round perception is more important than aiming weapons along a front line, or rather along the non-existent front line that is characteristic of the undeclared wars that are waged via video screens.’ Paul Virilio, Strategy of Deception



The ever more rapid appearance and adoption of new information and communication technologies is a major characteristic of our era. The Internet, Wi-Fi technology and the exponential growth of increasingly portable electronic systems have completely upset our perception of reality. We are living in an age of giant flat screens and satellite broadcasts that have, in a sense, totally flattened out the globe. The mass media, at first thought to have been overtaken by this revolution, have, on the contrary, utilised it to build unprecedented influence. Consolidating their new empire of the image they have progressively assumed the attributes of a global superpower, with significant geopolitical consequences. Unlike the Web, their power is not merely virtual. This is partly the reason why so many public figures are coming to ever more cynical compromise agreements with journalists. Moralism and media clericalism Politicians have never been so weak nor the press so strong: its strength is not so much monarchic as that of a priesthood that has set itself up to be the judge of the souls of the citizen, from whom irreproachable behaviour is demanded. Journalists have become real inquisitors who have not foresworn medieval attitudes. Their demands for perfection
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Julien Mathonnière are so detached from reality that no practical exercise in politics seems to find favour; even less so when it is a question of wars. If Machiavelli had doubts about the durability of a government that practised to the letter the morality that it preached, the media have an unrivalled weapon for propagating their morality: revelations and denunciations elevated to the level of principle and of the ultima ratio of democratic checks and balances. Such exorbitant power, moreover, comes free of responsibility. Its intrinsically cosmopolitan nature frees it from the constraints of frontiers and dispenses it of accountability towards any given state or government. Its claims to incarnate the public conscience legitimise its universal mandate. And its demands for peace and justice are more liable to be moralistic than moral, notwithstanding all the possible mystifications and poisonous ideas that might graft themselves onto those demands. To paraphrase Samuel Huntington, by inheriting the right to ask questions and expect replies journalists have substituted the arrogance of power for morality.1 The culture of secrecy has become an evil that they combat unceasingly, stubbornly opposing it with a presentation of raw facts, usually with no objectivity and nearly always without analysis. Their power is that of a tribunal, where the accused has neither the right nor the means to defend himself. This particular form of tyranny is all the more disturbing in that those who exercise it display a degree of connivance in their unfavourable verdicts, particularly in wars where the victims are inevitably numerous. Veteran war reporters have given way to young reporters, often illprepared, sometimes poorly educated, and generally ignorant of the military world and its ways. They are less inclined to accept the more traditional methods as an integral part of the media landscape. Interested only in morally reprehensible actions, they practice ‘gotcha’ journalism, and present only the information that accords with their convictions. After all, in the best of all possible worlds, the most perfect government will never be completely so. And since the media are happy to define even the most heroic of institutions in terms of their worst iniquities, authority will always be their target. When a military intervention is only ever characterised by its principal shortcomings, political authorities tend naturally to avoid taking 1



Samuel Huntington, American Politics: The Promise of Disharmony (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1981).
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War and the logistics of perception risks. The slightest hitch during a deployment, the merest collateral victim or, worse, the smallest military blunder, risks turning into a political farce. The perception and cult of oppression Wars are dirty, bloody affairs, and always last longer than expected. Media cosmetic strategy is uncomfortable with that, wanting any killing to be ‘whiter than white’. The ‘Jessica Lynch syndrome’ is a direct cause of this pathology that is taking root insidiously in the way battlefields are represented: the victims taken in isolation, raised on high and—often against their wishes—turned into symbols of disinformation. Many journalists are enthusiastic practitioners of this consummate art of masquerade, adopting every revisionary idea to reinterpret certain wars in the light of their least glorious moments. This bias in favour of the oppressed may be satisfying from the viewpoint of religious morality, but it is not necessarily the source of credible analysis, far less of objectivity. As the journalist Robert Kaplan has so rightly pointed out, ‘weakness defines a force relationship, not a moral quality. The fact that one side is weaker than another, or has suffered more victims, does not necessarily mean that its cause is just, or even moral.’2 On the contrary, it can be the sign of a poor military appreciation, or of exceedingly cynical disregard for its own civilian population. Storytelling and the dictatorship of the stereotype In these conditions, it has become difficult for a head of state to commit himself serenely to any form of conflict. George W. Bush is finding out that God’s blessing is not enough: you need the blessing of the media as well. Most minorities—blacks, American Indians, Jews, Armenians, etc.—define themselves essentially in relation to their historical oppressors. This virtually sacrosanct victim status has spread insidiously 2



Robert D. Kaplan, ‘The Media and Medievalism’, Policy Review, December 2004/January 2005.
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Julien Mathonnière throughout the historical corpus, where it helps to create a veritable guilt culture. Demands for repentance by the West, guilty of the crime of colonialism in Africa and Asia, of torture in Algeria or in the folds of the CIA, or of indiscriminate killing in Vietnam or Iraq, become daily more insistent. It is precisely these last two wars that have signalled the divorce between soldiers and journalists, who, up to the end of the Second World War, generally shared the same social background and the same taste for heroic recital. The little conjuring trick of embedding hasn’t succeeded in rebuilding that ecumenical battlefield spirit. The links that have been forged are less the result of any real sympathy for the soldiers as of the enforced promiscuity between journalists and the military. After the Abu Ghraib scandal, the entente cordiale began to seem more like a fool’s bargain. The image of veterans traumatised by the Vietnam War returning home to be insulted, molested and spat in the face is no longer mythology. The power of the media has turned quite literally against the military, with wide broadcasting of images of the victims, like the little Vietnamese girl, photographed by Nick Ut running before the GIs in flight from a napalm bombardment. She has become a symbol of the twentieth century’s most unpopular war. The photo taken by Tim Hetherington, elected 2007 World Press laureate, represents, in the words of its president, ‘the exhaustion of a man, and the exhaustion of a nation’.3 There you have, in summary, the essentially stereotyped vision that journalists have of US forces deployed throughout the world, and particularly in Afghanistan, where the photo was taken, and undoubtedly, by extension, including Iraq. Of course there is nothing innocent in this photo, because it does more than hint at a war that was far more traumatising for America, a war where some images succeeded in swinging the activism of the pacifist camp, initially marginal, towards more generalised and virulent anti-war protest. Must we conclude that the media, far from being satisfied with merely observing and reporting the facts, are busily seeking out images in support of their own convictions, from ideology, ignorance or simple stupidity? Undeniably the ways in which they portray war are carefully locked into a storytelling code that falls little short of State propaganda, to the 3



Gary Knight, president of the World Press jury, ‘British photographer Tim Hetherington wins premier award’; communiqué available on www.worldpressphoto.org
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War and the logistics of perception extent that, from fear of possible manipulation by some authority or other, the media make systematic use of clichés and platitudes. As the very perspicacious Alain Finkelkraut remarked, ‘media coverage discovers nothing without simultaneously covering something up. However free it may be, however exhaustive it may consider itself, the image is visible and far more marketable than the invisible. It doesn’t have to be faked to be tendentious.’4 It is not photographs like Tim Hetherington’s that are the problem—he is the author of several fascinating reports for Vanity Fair—but the use that is made of them and the way in which the image can be taken out of its context in order to support the currently fashionable media ideology. At the moment, this is the notion of an America gasping and incapable of winning its war against terrorism. The image as strategic enemy In the battle against global terrorism, our enemies are well aware that they cannot win militarily; certainly not, anyway, in terms of troop strengths or weapons. Their hope is to win the war on the home front. As the American soldiers try to win the hearts and minds of the Iraqi people, the rebels and their terrorist allies make subtle use of Western anguish and pity. The philosopher Emmanuel Levinas has written, ‘War is an ambush. It is a matter of finding the strengths and weaknesses of the other side. War is the search for the Achilles heel.’5 This is the most disturbing paradox. By keeping us informed, the media have become the strong right arm of the terrorist organisations that, without this prodigious echo chamber, would have strictly zero visibility. Where would Islamic terrorism be without them? Where would al-Qaeda be without the fabulous tribune offered it by the media of the entire world? Where would Palestine be today without the permanent mobilisation of the TV cameras? As we pointed out in an earlier article, terrorists are well aware of the stakes at issue in this battle of perceptions. During the first battle of Fallujah, in 2004, the Iraqi insurgents had the support of a splendid ally, or rather two allies, in the persons of Ahmed Mansur and his cameraman Laith Mushtaq, the only two journalists to refuse to be incor4 5



Alain Finkelkraut, Une voix vient de l’autre rive (Paris: Gallimard, 2003). Emmanuel Levinas, Liberté et commandement (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1994).
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Julien Mathonnière porated in the American embedding system. With good reason: these two representatives of the now famous Al-Jazeera channel have bombarded the world ceaselessly with pictures of collateral damage caused by allied troops. The American military understood their strategic weight, and, as a condition of any ceasefire, demanded the departure from Fallujah of these two journalists They had just lost the first round of this bitter struggle, and Ambassador Paul Bremer, under pressure from the Iraqi Governing Council, decided on a unilateral withdrawal on 9 April 2004, in spite of America’s tactical advantage on the ground. With their determination sustained, the insurgents were able to reinforce their numbers and resources. Of course American policy was at fault by virtue of its incoherence; but media irresponsibility played an important role with its deliberately emotional coverage. The Al-Jazeera channel has become the epitome of media strategic interference on the battlefield. Cameras are on the lookout for the slightest scandal whose exposure might swing international opinion or moderately pro-American Arab regimes. The Abu Ghraib scandal is an example. Media tyranny is even stronger by virtue of its pretension to incarnate conscience, which automatically absolves it of any mistakes and contradictions. War in a ‘wet’ environment Journalistic objectivity is basically no more than camouflage for a total lack of discernment. The endlessly replayed film of the US Marine shooting an insurgent point-blank in Fallujah bears witness to a particularly pernicious treatment of information. It certainly does no service to American democratisation efforts in Iraq to portray its principal agents as war criminals, even if that is no excuse for such an ignominious act. In a battle where the ambitions of both sides clash in the arena of perceptions, it would seem obvious that to make a display of one’s weak points is not the most effective way of winning support for the democratisation process. The incredible resilience of Palestinian terrorism is entirely due to Israel’s failure in this shadow theatre of perceptions. The Jewish State has won almost all its wars except for the image
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War and the logistics of perception war, with calamitous consequences. Captain Roger Lee Crossland rightly said, ‘by focusing on victims, we have adopted our enemy’s basis of comparison.’6 On the other side of the screen, viewers succumb serenely to reports that are lost in a cloud of moral ambiguity; to the point where one loses the ability to make the essential distinction between terrorist acts and blunders by American troops. Like the unfortunate victims of the brigand Procrustes, public opinion is torn between calls to support our boys, and insinuations about the futility of their reconstruction efforts in Iraq. Not only have the media become a permanent fixture on the battlefield, but military wisdom inherited from Vietnam, which has it that ‘real men don’t talk to the press’,7 is out of favour in Iraq; notably after the fruitless attempts to enrol and confine journalists in press pools. The Marines’ amphibious landing in Somalia on 9 December 1992 has become emblematic of this turning point in relations between the media and the military. The press didn’t wait to be invited—they got there first, as they did again in Baghdad. Control of the media no longer being an option, the military have had to accept cooperation with them, like it or not. A Marine NCO is quoted as saying that the Marines ‘regarded the media as an environmental feature of the battlefield, like rain’; he went on to say, ‘when it rains, you operate in a wet environment’.8 There are major drawbacks to considering information as a factor that can be manipulated in the hope of operational advantage. General Norman Schwarzkopf was greatly reproached for having practiced the art of deception. During the first Gulf War, he drew the attention of the press to the probability of a large-scale amphibious operation, thereby distracting the world, and first and foremost the Iraqis, from his real tactical intentions. It is a dangerous game, even if the Pentagon subsequently gave a convincing explanation of the strategic reasons.



6



Captain Roger Lee Crossland, US Naval Reserve, ‘Why are victims our only war heroes?’, Proceedings, US Naval Institute, Annapolis, MD, April 2004. 7 The expression is by the American General John Shalikashvili, quoted by Frank A. Aukofer and William P. Lawrence, America’s Team: The Odd Couple – A Report on the Relationship between the Military and the Media’ (Nashville, Tenn.: Freedom Forum First Amendment Center, 1995). 8 Chief Warrant Officer Eric Carlson, 1st Marine Division, USMC, quoted by John J. Fialka, Hotel Warriors: Covering the Gulf War (Baltimore, Md.: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991).
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Julien Mathonnière The risk is of seeing the media turn to the enemy to find alternative sources of information, as they have done in Kosovo and in Iraq. Images from Al-Jazeera and communiqués from the Afghan Islamic News Agency, based in Pakistan, have been abundantly broadcast by Western television stations. The historian Douglas Porch said, ‘if journalists suspect censure, withholding of information, manipulation or trickery on the part of their own military, they are more likely to give the benefit of the doubt to the other side’s version’.9 Of course, ignorance and disinformation are far more harmful to the military than a well-informed report, however critical it may be. But the quality of the coverage of military events—and especially of wars—can be very variable, particularly for those journalists trying to steer a course between professional ethics and market demand, like Ulysses between Scylla and Charybdis. Claiming to have your heart in the right place and to support only just causes is after all an acceptable way of freeing yourself from the world’s complexity. Didn’t Somerset Maugham say that moral indignation always masks an element of selfsatisfaction?



9



Douglas Porch, ‘No bad Stories: the American media-military relationship’, Naval War College Review, Winter 2002.
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